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WebSA (Web Site Agent) is a web page recommendation system that
helps users navigate eÆciently within a web site. The system discovers
the users' access patterns by mining the raw data from a web log le.
The user interface of WebSA presents the weighted recommendations in
a separate frame of the web page. Two types of recommendations are
given: one based on the user's access patterns and the other based on
the overall pattern of all the users of that web site. To support the visual
interface and the discovery process, WebSA uses database technology to
manage, query, update, and concurrently access the web log data. The
bulk of the computations for mining and updating the information are
done on a daily basis in advance. This method together with the ne
tuning of the database guarantees high performance, even when the raw
access log data is in the order of 1 GB.
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INTRODUCTION

To aid visitors in navigating within a web site, commonly used techniques include site maps, lists of topics, and general keyword search
mechanisms. However, these approaches have some drawbacks. First,
there could be several interactions required from visitors, such as loading
the pages that host those search services. Visitors are also responsible
for locating the target page by providing related keywords, or choosing
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categories. Secondly, many search engines are relatively poor in ltering out the \noise". Therefore, a large list of links could be generated.
Occasionally, either the keywords are not found or irrelevant results are
generated.
Information ltering , whereby information is supplied to the user by
means of a static query embodying the user's preferences on a set of dynamic documents [2], and in particular collaborative ltering have been
used to recommend relevant documents to users. Collaborative ltering
makes use of preferences of other people to predict the documents that
may be of interest to a particular user [8, 14, 15].
As summarized by Paul Resnick at the Collaborative Filtering Workshop:1
\Guiding people's choices of what to read, what to look at, what to
watch, what to listen to (the ltering part); and doing that guidance
based on information gathered from some other people (the collaborative
part)."

In this paper, we explore a particular collaborative ltering technique
as embodied by the Web Site Agent (WebSA) that can be used to aid
visitors in navigating within a web site. The WebSA system provides
recommendations to web users through the use of collaborative ltering.
Our approach has been deployed within the web site of the Computer
Science Department of the Worcester Polytechnic Institute (herein abbreviated as CSD-WPI). The approach can be easily transported to any
other web site, provided that the access log for that site is made available.
To improve the quality of collaborative ltering services, one has to
design an e ective data mining strategy to automate information discovery from the raw data and to be able to supply information to the users
in a timely fashion. To meet these requirements, we deploy database
technology to manage, query, update, and concurrently access the web
log data. The bulk of the computations for updating and mining the
information are done on a daily basis in advance. This method together
with the ne tuning of the database guarantees high performance, even
when the raw access log data is in the order of 1 GB.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we mention related
work and compare our approach with those more closely related to it.
Section 3 describes the overall architecture of WebSA. Section 4 describes the raw data, the mining algorithm, and the relational schema
used. The design of the user interface and of a preliminary usability
study is discussed in Section 5. Implementation details encompassing
1 http://www.sims.berkeley.edu/resources/collab/collab-report.html.

performance issues, tools used, and solutions to speci c problems are
outlined in Section 6. Finally, we summarize and present directions for
future work.
2.

COMPARISON WITH RELATED WORK

Software tools sometimes called \agents" are being deployed for speeding up the information retrieval process on the web in general [1, 3, 4, 6,
9, 10, 11, 16, 17] and within individual web sites in particular [7, 12, 13].
Such agents issue recommendations by modeling the user's browsing
progress incorporating heuristics to model the user's behavior [9]. In
some systems, the user is also asked to give feedback on the retrieved
documents [3, 4] in some cases for the purpose of training a learning
algorithm [1].
Other agents concentrate on particular web sites, since they require
knowledge of the users' actions such as that captured in the log les for
that web site [7, 12, 13]. For example, in [7] a user's interest is inferred
by the actions of the user on the web pages (such as following links out of
that page, mouse and scrolling activity). The approach that is closer to
our own (and has provided motivation to WebSA) is by Perkowitz and
Etzioni [12, 13] who analyze in detail the links that are followed by the
users and propose the \Adaptive Web Sites" approach, the name being
derived from web sites whose organization changes to re ect the users'
preferences. They have realized that di erent users have distinct goals
and that the original layout of pages in a web server site might hide the
most important or frequently used pages in \unlikely" places, making it
inconvenient for users to retrieve them. Another realization is that the
web site designer's original expectation of usage may be violated. Since
a site is used in many ways in practice, it is hard for the designer of a
site to cover every aspect in the initial development.
To address these concerns, they propose web sites that automatically
improve their organization and presentation by learning from visitor
access patterns. The sites may adapt their presentation to satisfy individual users' needs by observing their individual information, which is
sometimes called customization or to satisfy overall users' interactions,
which is called optimization.
In their paper, they propose to improve users' information retrieval
speed in a particular site by creating an index page, i.e., a page containing links to a set of related pages, which are estimated to be the users'
most favorable pages. To achieve this, they present a cluster mining algorithm that takes Web server logs as input and outputs the contents of
candidate index pages. The web access log is processed into visits, one

day counts as one visit. For each visit, the co-occurrence frequencies between pages are computed and represented in a similarity matrix. Next,
a graph is generated corresponding to the matrix. By nding cliques,
or connected components in the graph, the graph is then divided into
sub-graphs, where each sub-graph is considered as a cluster of related
pages of a particular topic. For each cluster found, an index page is
created.
In our paper we mine the access logs in a di erent way by considering
trees that model the users' traversals of the site. New pages are recommended ranked in decreasing order by the probability of those pages
having been visited after a page currently being observed by the user was
visited. Excluded from the recommended list are the links that appear
on the current page. There are two types of recommendations. One of
the recommendations is solely based on that particular user past pattern
of access to that site. The other recommendation looks at all the users
that have visited that site. In this way, new users to a site can follow
the most popular traversal paths of that site, hoping to nd relevant
information fast. Notice that since the interface displays the name of
the page, users can perform a simple \content-based ltering" on a small
list of links. Returning users to the site, on the other hand, could trace
back their previous steps.
Another di erence from the work Perkowitz and Etzioni [12] is that
we do not change the organization of the site or of each individual page.
Both approaches have potential merits and drawbacks. Without extensive user studies, it is diÆcult to exactly evaluate the two approaches.
However, it is well-known that consistency is one of the golden rules of
user interface design. The reorganization of a slowly evolving web site
could result in unwanted inconsistency. On the other hand, frequently
updated web sites, such as those that provide news, sports events, and
stock quotes might bene t from constant rearrangement based on overall
users' interest.
3.

WEBSA OVERVIEW

The user interface that we propose for WebSA is a simple modi cation
of the current web pages of the CSD-WPI web site. WebSA delivers a
recommendation service in a separate frame as illustrated in Figure 1.
Our \raw" data to analyze comes from the web server logs, which is
basically \semi-structured" data. For the purpose of organizing the raw
data in the logs and of increasing the performance of the data mining
process, we use an Oracle database for managing the log data. The
analysis of the visitors' past accesses can be accomplished in two basic

The WebSA interface, as provided by a separate frame at the bottom of a
browser page.
Figure 1

ways: customization and optimization. In the former, the analysis will
be done on an individual visitor's past accesses, and its results will be
presented only to that user. In the latter, past accesses for all visitors
are analyzed.
Both the customization and optimization phase aim at discovering the
access patterns of the visitors, and based on the discovered patterns, a
ranked list of links is produced. Such lists are generated in highest to
lowest recommended order. Furthermore, additional information such as
the hit frequency, hit probability and time spent on each of the recommendation links are provided as references to visitors. These references
help visitors locate their desired sites in less time and view their past
access statistics as well.
All the heavy computation of these statistical values and recommendation links were done by a Java program in our server. Instead of processing all the computations at the time that the visits occur, WebSA
discovers the access patterns in advance on a nightly basis. In this way,
the list of recommendations can be directly retrieved from Oracle upon
request, to save processing time. This information can be acquired from

the Oracle Database by a Java server program through the Java Database Connectivity (JDBC) facility.
For the front end, there is a Common Gateway Interface (CGI) program, for each visitor using WebSA. This program gathers the necessary
identi cation information from visitors, such as IP addresses and the
URL of the visitors' current site. These identi cation arguments will
be delivered to the Java server program for retrieving the recommendations. Furthermore, the CGI program outputs the recommended links
and the statistic values to the visitor's current site.
An overview of the implemented architecture is shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2

4.

The WebSA Architecture

DATA MINING

In this section we describe the data mining process, starting from
the analysis of the semi-structured log le, the extraction of the user
patterns, and the database modeling of the data that is extracted and
therefore made structured.
4.1.

LOG FILE DATA

As mentioned previously, a way to provide useful recommendations
is to analyze the users' past access behavior. The access patterns of all

visitors to a site can be found in the web server's log le. A partial view
of the CSD-WPI web server log is shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3 A fragment of the access log le of the CSD-WPI web site.

In the access log le, each line represents a transaction of transferring
a le, which can be a HTML le, a picture image, a TXT format le,
an executable le, or many others types of les. When a user accesses a
web page at the CSD-WPI web site, one or more access lines are added
to the end of the access log le, depending on how many les need to
be loaded for forming that target page. Due to the nature of recording
new accesses to the end of access log, the access log is already ordered
sequentially by access time. Furthermore, each access line in the log is
uniformly recorded. A decomposition of the xed structure of each line
is illustrated in Figure 4. There are cases for which some of the elds
are unavailable: users may explicitly con gure their web browser not
to send out header information to the web server for privacy reasons,
or sometimes instead of following links, users type in a URL to reach
a page, or sometimes users reload a page. For each of the unavailable
elds, its contents will be indicated with a \-" character in the access
log.

Figure 4

The format of each access line in the CSD-WPI's web server log le.

By carefully studying the access log's properties, as described above,
we consider only the helpful elds in each access line for our further

analysis, including IP, access time, current page, next page and browser
elds.
The IP eld can be used to identify a user. We assume that each
user will have a xed IP address. This implies that a bias might occur
in re ecting ones' individual past access patterns, if they are sharing
the same proxy server, computer, or dial in connection. Note that for
dial-in accesses through an Internet Service Provider, a random IP is
generated each time. We are targeting users of xed computers with
broadband connections. Alternatives to our approach, with their own
drawbacks, are: storing a cookie in the users browser, in which case
further analysis is precluded by users refusing cookies, or asking users
to sign up, an extra step (which often involves the use of cookies) that
makes the recommendation service less transparent and may therefore
discourage certain users.
The access time stamp eld will allow us to calculate the duration a
user has spent on a particular page. Since the access lines in the log le
are ordered by time, we can simply compute the time di erence between
the entering and leaving time stamp of a page to gure out the duration
of access to that page. From the current and next page elds in each
access line, we can nd out the hit frequency on each page in the past
and their direct links to other pages. Furthermore, the hit probability of
each page can be computed from the hit frequency and the paths users
followed to get to that page by tracing the direct links from previously
visited pages using a breadth- rst search method.
4.2.

ACCESS PATTERN EXTRACTION

In this project, a tree modeling method is deployed for extracting
patterns in the otherwise seemingly unorganized collection of log data.
For each IP address and each page, a tree is constructed to represent
the possible paths from that page. An example of such a tree model is
illustrated in Figure 5.
The page being currently examined by the user is the root node of the
tree. Each internal node in the tree represents a page that is at most
ve links away from the current page.
The edges indicate direct links between two pages. For each internal
node, the hit frequency, hit probability, time spent, and percentage of
time spent are calculated. In the CSD-WPI web site, the average page
contains more than ten links. Therefore, the tree may grow exponentially
down each level. For storage space and retrieval performance concerns,
only the top ve levels of the tree are considered. Only pages at levels
3, 4, and 5 are considered as recommendations to the users, since pages

A tree model of all possible paths from page1.html, corresponding to the
INDIVIDUAL2 table of Figure 6.
Figure 5

in level 2 are direct links from the current page, which are just one click
away. Therefore level 2 is excluded to avoid repetitive links within the
original page.
4.3.

DATABASE MODELING

Data is stored into the Oracle database after the mining operation
from the access log. Figure 6 shows the tables in the Oracle database,
which contain all the intermediate and nal recommendation data. For
simplicity, only the data for a single IP address is displayed (while the
actual tables hold data of all IPs). The WEBLOG table stores all the
useful elds from the access log, each tuple corresponds to one access
line. Tuples in the WEBLOG table are sorted by time in ascending
order, like the access lines in the access log le. The di erence is that
the WEBLOG table contains only accesses after ltering out the \noise"
that results from requesting image les, direct access from outside the
CSD domain and the CGI pages.
The INDIVIDUAL1 table combines all tuples with same IP, CurPage
and NextPage in the WEBLOG table. The number of the occurrences
of each of these tuples is stored in the Hits attribute. The HitProb
attribute, which stands for hit probability, is computed by dividing the
hit number of the CurPage to the NextPage by the total hit number from

Figure 6 Database tables of processed access logs, which contain all the intermediate
and nal recommendation data.

CurPage to all other direct next pages. The values for the TimeSpent
attribute are calculated by evaluating the time di erence between time
stamps for entering and leaving the NextPage in the WEBLOG table.
If more than one access to that page is found, the all access times are
combined. We have chosen to give a greater weight to the most recent
access. Older access patterns will, in this way, be phased out more
quickly.
Both the WEBLOG and INDIVIDUAL1 tables are used to store intermediate values for computing the nal results in INDIVIDUAL2 and
OVERALL tables. INDIVIDUAL2 table contains the recommendation
trees for each page an individual user has visited. An illustration of
the tree model is shown in Figure 5. The contents in the RelatedPage
attribute are the candidates of recommendation pages, as in the levels
3, 4 and 5 in the tree model.
In the INDIVIDUAL2 table, the Hits attribute can be directly obtained from INDIVIDUAL1, where the HitProb attribute is calculated
by multiplying each node's HitProb value with its parent nodes' Hit-

Prob value from INDIVIDUAL1. This yields the hit probability on each
internal node with respect to the current page, or root page of the tree.
This algorithm is intended to avoid the possible bias produced by overlapping trees, in which case the hit number is higher but does not re ect
the users' past choices starting from the current page. To make the sum
of the hit probabilities from all candidate pages be 100%, the HitProb
column is normalized. The TimeSpent column is fetched directly from
the INDIVIDUAL1 table by querying for the same IP and NextPage.
The TimePercent, which stands for the percentage of time spent on a
page, is calculated by dividing each TimeSpent value by the total TimeSpent of all the candidate pages in the tree in INDIVIDUAL2.
The OVERALL table combines all IPs' trees with the same current/root page. The Hits column is computed by summing all the Hits
with the same CurPage and RelatedPage in INDIVIDUAL2. In the
OVERALL table, the hit probability, the HitProb attribute, is based on
the hit number instead of the percentage approach for INDIVIDUAL2's
HitProb column. For the OVERALL table, the HitProb column is calculated by dividing each node's hit number by the total hit number of
all candidate nodes in the tree. The TimeSpent for each page can be
directly fetched from the INDIVIDUAL2 table, where as the time spent
percentage can be obtained by dividing each node's TimeSpent by the
total time spent of all candidate nodes in the tree.
5.

USER INTERFACE AND PRELIMINARY
USABILITY STUDY

The WebSA's user interface (see Figure 1) is provided by a CGI application. It takes care of the overall layout, page design and the interaction
between the user and WebSA.
The rst interface design rationale considered was to avoid layout
modi cations of the original web page design. Therefore, the display of
the original page is not modi ed. The services of WebSA are provided
in a separated frame of the browser window, which will keep the original
structure and design intact, yet the services will always be presented to
the users in the bottom frame.
The second rationale of interface design is to minimize the space of
the recommendation service in the browser, as browser space is limited. Thus, instead of itemizing and listing all the recommendation, the
CGI application of WebSA provides the recommendations in a pull-down
menu.
The third rationale of our interface design is to attract the user's
attention to the services provided by WebSA. This can be accomplished

with simple means, such as, background color choice, color scheme of
the service page and also the icons and logo design.
The last rationale and also the golden rule of interface design is the
consistency of the interface. The frame layout is set by WebSA, where
the height of the bottom frame is xed and occupies the least possible
space. The design of both service pages adopts the least variation, which
will increase the users' familiarity to the user interface of WebSA.
Figure 7 shows the WebSA frame for the detailed service where: (1)
both individual- and overall-based recommendations are provided; (2)
for each of them, ten ranked links are given instead of the ve links for
the default service shown in Figure 1.

The WebSA detailed interface, as provided by a separate frame at the
bottom of a browser page.
Figure 7

We have conducted a preliminary user survey where ten users from
CSD-WPI participated. 80% of the people surveyed were using xed
IP addresses accessing the Internet. Therefore most people could take
full advantage of the personal recommendation service (based on their
IP address). All of the people surveyed were accessing the CSD-WPI
web pages as least 0.5-hour everyday so they were in a good position to
compare the e ectiveness of the service with regular browsing without
the service. From all the data we collected, 69% of the users agree that
WebSA is helpful or somewhat helpful for browsing the CSD-WPI web

sites, 78% feel the interface design of WebSA is intuitive, and 80% are
satis ed with the performance of WebSA.
6.
6.1.

IMPLEMENTATION
PERFORMANCE ISSUES

Performance was a major concern in designing WebSA. If users had
to wait signi cantly for the services, they will probably prefer not to use
them. Another objective was that the backend computations for updating the service data should not take too long as not to unduly overload
our Oracle server or local network. To eliminate the delay in delivering
services to the users, we choose to pre-calculate service data on a daily
basis. In this way, no major computations are performed while recommendations are provided to the users. To o er the recommendations,
the CGI application simply queries the pre-computed results from the
database and then displays them to users. The query process was made
eÆcient, since appropriate indices are used that match the queries.
The background process for preparing the service needs to be optimized too. The web log's size is increasing at the rate of 2.6 megabytes
per day. After a couple of months, the log le would be in the magnitude
of hundreds of megabytes. Data mining for useful recommendations requires the repetitive retrieval of certain patterns from the large log le.
These operations can be very expensive, since loading the log le will
take up most of the memory in the operating system and will yield
tremendous disk access, which is 1000 times slower than memory access
on average. We used an Oracle database to store the web log data.
Furthermore, we conveniently used the built-in utilities provided by the
database, including indices for faster data retrieval and the concurrent
retrieval synchronization feature.
When doing database computations using Java, some special techniques were deployed. These techniques includes using prepared statements, sending a set of SQL commands in one transition to avoid overhead costs, and dropping indices before heavy modi cation on database
tables and adding indices after nishing updating database tables for
optimal retrieval services.
The detailed architecture of WebSA is shown in Figure 8.
6.2.

SOFTWARE TOOLS

For the database implementation we used an Oracle database server
installed on an NT server. Con guration settings were adjusted in order
to increase the performance, e.g., cache memory size, rollback bu er,

Figure 8

Functional model of WebSA

etc. For the purposes of monitoring and administering the database, we
also installed an Oracle 8 SQL client application on the development
machine.
The major development languages in our project are Java and Visual
C++. Java is a very handy development language because it provides the
developer with rich built-in libraries. Visual C++ was also used because
it provides a very easy handle to sockets in the WIN32 environment. The
communications to and from the Oracle database server are relying on
the connection built with JDBC. We used the Xitami web server, which
is lightweight and supports CGI.
6.3.

PROBLEMS AND SOLUTIONS

In this section, we discuss some of the problems that arose during the
implementation and the chosen solutions.
The connection between the Query Server and CGI application is a
TCP socket. However, these two applications are implemented using different development languages. Due to the easy connection to the Oracle
database with JDBC, the Query Server is written in Java, while the CGI
application is written in C++ as we consider C++ a better CGI programming language than Java. The problem arises when the sockets are

created using di erent programming languages. The Java server socket
and the WIN32 socket created by C++ do not work properly together.
There were always some data-transfer errors in the communication. In
order to guarantee the correctness of data transfer between these two
sockets, some extra user de ned control signals are added into the communication between client and server sockets. There is a parser sitting
on both sides to check for the messages received, that request recovery
if the corruption of the message is detected. And the start and end
transfer signals are added to the message exchanges. The user-de ned
controls guarantee the socket communication on the TCP connection
without noticing the di erence of the internal mechanism. In retrospect
(and for a future implementation), accessing the database directly with
a CGI application would have been simpler.
Another problem arose when the interface of WebSA was expanded to
take arguments from di erent HTML formats. The arguments passed
to the CGI application were input from direct argument parsing, i.e.,
ltered links, and form submission, i.e., recommendations from the pulldown menu of WebSA. This gave the CGI application a certain degree
of diÆculty to cope with the arguments. The direct argument parsing
and form submission should be dealt di erently, otherwise it will crash
the CGI application. The solution for this problem is to set an extra
argument checking in the CGI application. Once the CGI application
performs the checking, there is a direct argument, which will be taken as
the user request. If the direct argument is absent, the CGI application
will then obtain the argument from the form submission through CGI
environment variables.
An interesting problem arises when users access the CSD-WPI web
site through WebSA. In this case, the information of the IP address
of the user's local machine was lost. Also, due to the missing HTTP
header information, which usually will not happen with browsers like
Internet Explorer and Netscape Navigator, the user's current page is
not recorded into the CS access log le. Examining the lines recorded
into the access log le, we can clearly identify the information loss when
using WebSA:
130.215.8.113 - - [17/Mar/1999:16:03:42 -0500] "GET / HTTP/1.0"
200 5653 "-" "-"

The IP address eld is always recorded as the IP address of our host
(http://cleo.wpi.edu), which is the NT server machine of WebSA.
The eld of the currently browsed page and the browser information
are therefore missed. This would, in the long term, a ect the analysis
performed by WebSA, especially if it became heavily used. The solution
we used to resolve this problem was to submit additional HTTP header

information while requesting the document from the web server. The
additional HTTP header information is included in the current page
and the browser information. We also noticed that the CGI application
has no way to keep track of the current web page's URL. Therefore a
new tag, <REFERRER>, is introduced for the speci c use of WebSA.
This tag is used to record the browsing page's URL, for the reference of
the CGI application. This tag avoids setting cookies on the user's local
machine. After performing such changes, the corresponding line in the
access log of the above example is changed to

130.215.8.113 - - [17/Mar/1999:16:03:42 -0500] "GET / HTTP/1.0"
200 5653 "http://www.cs.wpi.edu/" "Mozilla/4.5 [en] (WinNT; I)
&&130.215.8.113"

The Data Server of WebSA was also adjusted in order to work with
the extra piece of information appended at the end of the browser eld
of the access log le.
7.

CONCLUSIONS

The goal of the Web Site Agent (WebSA) is to provide a recommendation service to help web users better browse sites according to the
analysis of the data available from the access log le. The analysis takes
into account the access probability for the pages of the site, with the
page currently under examination as a starting point. The WebSA is
dynamic in that it incorporates pattern changes on a daily basis.
The WebSA interface, di ers from the Adaptive Web Site interface [12, 13] in that the layout of the web site pages does not change
according to the recommendations. From a human-computer interaction
perspective, where consistency of the interface is one of the principal directives, our approach seems more adequate, although studies would
have to be conducted to con rm this, otherwise, \universal principle" in
the context at hand.
Providing WebSA with database support is also a contribution of our
work. In this way, recommendations are answers to declarative queries
that could be changed or extended easily. Moreover, database technology
provides us with fast performance and concurrent access to the data,
which can deliver fast performance even when the accumulated raw data
is in the order of 1GB.
8.

FUTURE WORK

After collecting suggestions from our surveys and from colleagues,
extensions to the current work have become apparent, which can be
in some cases directly implemented given the data already collected.

Furthermore, the user interface can be extended to be more exible and
graphical. We group the directions for future work as follows:
1 Some people's access patterns might be totally di erent from others. Therefore, one could attempt to categorize users into communities by examining the similarity between users' access tree and
provide recommendations based on the community the user "falls"
in. The similarity of access trees can be evaluated, for example,
by observing the number of nodes that are common to di erent
users' access trees.
2 Instead of providing the recommended links in a at listing, one
could use a Java applet to produce a graphical representation of
the access tree. The graphical access tree can be expanded further
levels down by clicking on it, similarly to the hierarchy for the
folders in the Windows Explorer application (which is available in
Swing). Di erent user interface styles could be customizable to
the speci cations of the user [5].
3 WebSA does not support multi-framed pages. Multi-framed pages
are currently not common in the CSD-WPI web site, but they
might become common in the near future. One can extend our
agent's ability in this direction.
4 Another possible direction for future work is to deploy WebSA in
a larger, more complex, and less organized web site. This would
be bene cial for further testing its robustness and usefulness.
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